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Introduction
With six of his projects in the top twelve all-time grossing anime 1 films, accumulating
over 1.3 billion dollars, Hayao Miyazaki’s transformation from an in-between artist 2 to a genredefining directing titan is the result of a visionary who accepts nothing short of perfection
(GAMERANT). Known as a meticulous workaholic, as both director and writer with strict
unwavering standards, this household name is credited for inspiring Shigeru Miyamoto (founder
of Nintendo), Hironobu Sakaguchi (creator of the Final Fantasy series), Avatar: The Last
Airbender and many more (Nintendo 2002, Rogers 2006, Hamessley & London 2010).
This influence, dubbed the “Miyazaki phenomenon” in The Utopian “Power to Love”
The Significance of the Miyazaki Phenomenon by Hiroshi Yamanaka, has been a catalyst in the
spread of anime and anime-like art direction internationally (MacWilliams 2008). With the
unprecedented success Ghibli has had in the west, eclipsing the efforts of movies like Ghost in a
Shell and Akira, what makes Hayao Miyazaki’s movies so special? What inspires him? Why is
so much detail put into the background of scenes and not on the characters? With the increased
focus on the background in scenes, does the architecture in these backgrounds operate as a story
telling device? Are there more connections between Miyazaki and architecture or Miyazaki and
architects?
In this paper, I will explore these questions and the connection between architecture,
anime, and three of Hayao Miyazaki’s motifs; architecture, inspiration, and sustainability.
Starting with his background and its influence on his creative process, this paper will look at

The shortened term used for specifically Japanese-produced animation
Process in animation that involves generating intermediate frames, called in-betweens, between two keyframes in
an effort to make motions smooth

1
2
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these motifs that permeate through his more influential works and the connection between
architects and animators.
Background
Born January 5th, 1941, to Katsuji Miyazaki (Father) and Yoshiko Miyazaki (Mother),
Hayao Miyazaki’s childhood is often seen reflected in his work as a co-founder of Studio Ghibli
(Lenburg 2012). His father, a director at Miyazaki Airplane, helps explain Hayao Mizayaki’s
consistent fascination for aircrafts while the quote, “earliest memories are of bombed out cities”
explains the pacifist themes often presented in conjunction with one another (Miyazaki 1996).
Although his father was an affluent man, his mother is the reason his movies generally focus
around strong, intelligent, and independent women. Juxtaposed to these character traits is a
mysterious illness often presented in his films. Sometimes affecting the main characters, their
mothers, or lovers, this illness is often unspecified. This uncertainty is reminiscent of Yoshiko’s
battle with spinal tuberculosis during his childhood, ages six – fourteen, and the confusion her
hospitalization, and later homecare, must have garnered (McCarthy 1999). It did not matter to
him why she was sick, all that mattered was that she was sick.
During his schooling, Hayao Miyazaki idolized manga artists (such as Tetsuji
Fukushima, Soji Yamakawa, and Osamu Tezuka) but spent his free time drawing military
vehicles due to his distinct inability to draw people, a continuing limitation that will be explored
in Motif One – Architecture (McCarthy 1999). Because of this ineptitude, his dream of
becoming a manga artist remained nothing more than a hobby until after graduating from
Gakushūin University with degrees in both Political Science and Economics in 1963 (Miyazaki
1996).
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His animation career started in 1963 with Toei Animation as an in-between artist.
Working his way up in the company, Miyazaki served as the secretary in Toei’s Labor Union in
1964 and chief animator for the release of The Great Adventure of Horus, Prince of the Sun in
1968 (LaMarre 2009). After a series of job changes including jumping animation studios,
Miyazaki’s first directed feature film came in 1979 with the release of Lupin III: The Castle of
Cagliostro (McCarthy 1999). With continued work on animated TV shows and manga after this
successful release, alongside Takahata and Suzuki, Miyazaki launched Studio Ghibli only six
years later (Bauer).
Studio Ghibli, a national success story after My Neighbor Totoro and Grave of the
Fireflies in 1988, struggled in international recognition until Princess Mononoke in 1997
(Cavallaro 2006). However, with North American sales peaking at US$3 million, Studio Ghibli
did not become ‘mainstream’ until the release of Spirited Away in 2001, where it won an
Academy Award for Best Animated Feature. The movie remained the highest grossing anime
film for 19 years (Time 2021).
With the successful release of Howl’s Moving Castle in 2005, Studio Ghibli, or more
specifically Hayao Miyazaki, cemented his influence on the industry consequentially becoming a
household name. His drive for perfection helped productions at Studio Ghibli continue to
flourish internationally with predominantly hand-illustrated scenes, a rebellion against the
technological revolution in the animation industry.
Motif One – Architecture
Hayao Miyazaki’s unconventional, and what some have described as odd, workflow
when creating his works is part of the reason for their magic. His movies do not start with a
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complete story, they often originate from a single sketch or watercolor drawing depicting a
scene. Many times, the production team is working on a movie without an ending. For Spirited
Away, Miyazaki himself stated, “Even I didn’t know how it was going to end” (The Kingdoms of
Dreams and Madness). In The Kingdom of Dreams and Madness, Miyazaki says “The world
isn’t simple enough to explain in words” (Sunada 2013). By using soft worldbuilding 3
techniques, his imagination is not restricted by rules. Scenes do not have to make sense; they can
be organic and spontaneous. In soft worldbuilding, it is the gaps of information that create
mystery and invite the viewers’ own imaginations into the film compared to the direct
information given in hard worldbuilding4. Answers are not given in soft world building, the
bizarre is simply bizarre. The “imagined depth” created in the film relies on the atmosphere,
tone, and mood instead of being given direct information from the creator (HelloFutureMe
2021). This depth is not primarily conveyed by the characters, but by the background in scenes.
Furthermore, the importance placed on backgrounds can be traced to Miyazaki’s inefficacy of his
drawn characters and the influence of 19th century European paintings (Cappetta). This
juxtaposition of detailed backgrounds and minimalistic character details is what gives Studio
Ghibli its iconic style, offering life to the scenes and framing their place in the world. The story
might revolve around the characters, but the world does not: they simply inhabit one small part.
With emphasis on these environments, the audience is drawn into the intrinsic architecture of
these worlds. Early in his career, Miyazaki romanticized western architecture from his optimistic
views of Europe through his towns, castles, and landscapes (Any-Mation). Evidence of this

3
4

A style of worldbuilding originating in Science Fiction films that does not attempt to explain everything
A style of worldbuilding originating in Science Fiction films that attempts to explain everything
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integration can be seen in his first three major releases: Lupin III: The Castle of Cagliostro
(1979), Nausicaa of the Valley of the Wind (1984), and Castle in the Sky (1986).
Lupin III: Castle of Cagliostro,
a box office failure, played a vital role
in the development of Miyazaki and
Studio Ghibli. The movie focuses on
the exploits of an Italian thief named
Lupin and showcases a romanticization Figure 2. Example of ma in Lupin III: Castle of Cagliostro
of Europe, a Japanese concept dubbed akogare no paris 5(Neill). Released six years prior to the
creation of the studio, this was Miyazaki’s debut as a director and served as a case study for
introducing ma into his films. Ma, a Japanese term that roughly translates to “emptiness” and is
often described as the space within a
clap, are plotless, quiet-feeling moments
used to establish space, time, and depth
(Egan). Although some may argue these
scenes were a waste of time and money,
they lend to soft worldbuilding
techniques, as previously discussed, and
are now recognized as a staple of
Miyazaki’s works. Additionally, he was
able to use Lupin as a case study for his
Figure 1. Character comparison between Lupin and Nausicaa

5

now iconic design style. When

Japanese phrase about yearning for beauty; often romanticizing Europe and its “ideal cities”
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comparing the protagonists in Lupin and Nausicaa, the latter is a more polished version with the
same base features. As Shannon Tindle, Academy Award-nominated animator and character
designer, said, “The failure of that film is the genesis of Studio Ghibli” (Mufson). Lupin’s failure
is what prompted Miyazaki to focus on his own creations, not those created by others. The
freedom to explore creativity and be unrestricted by logic is integral to Studio Ghibli and its
legacy today.
Nausicaa of the Valley of the Wind, released in 1984, was the result of Lupin’s
commercial failure. Afterwards, Miyazaki was persuaded to adapt a manga series he authored
and illustrated for a theatrical release. The movie, sometimes dubbed anime’s response to Frank
Herbert’s 1965 space epic Dune, follows the story of Nausicaa and the battle between humans
and nature, a theme that will be explored in Motif Three – Sustainability (Yalcinkaya). In this
film, the primary architectural focus is on the windmills deep within the valley. The land,
polluted by poisonous gasses from the forest, is seldom occupied besides the pockets of safe
inhabitable land. The natural wind provides a habitable environment for the people of the valley
who respect the forest and its might. Unlike other human settlements showcased in the film, the
people of the valley choose to coexist and harness the wind’s power. The windmill design is
reminiscent of the Windmills of La Mancha in central Spain, an area of medieval castles and
windmills popularized by Don Quixote (Touropia).

Figure 3. Windmills from Nausicaa of the Valley of the Wind compared to La Mancha in central Spain
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The first feature length film produced by Studio Ghibli was Laputa: Castle in the Sky in
1986. Going on to win the Animage Anime Grand Prix in the same year, it has been noted as a
crucial part of creating the steam punk genre (VanderMeer). Located in a fictional 19th century
European mining town, the story focuses on the adventure of two kids with pirates, magic, and
mystery. The inspiration for this was a result of Miyazaki’s trip to a Welsh mining town where
industry was declining and he, “admired the way they battled to save their way of life,” a theme
continued throughout his works (Eloise). The steam punk genre established in Castle in the Sky
is prevalent in Miyazaki’s works, eventually leading to the international success of Howl’s
Moving Castle in 2005.

Figure 4. Slag Ravine from Castle in the Sky and the Welch mining town from the 1980s strikes

These predominantly western themes changed after the collapse of the Soviet Union in
1991. With the release of Paris Syndrome 6, also in 1991, by Hiroaki Ota, a Japanese psychiatrist
who coined the term in the 1980s, once absent elements of eastern and Japanese cultures took on
a primary role in future projects, but secondary instances of western intervention prevailed.
Notable examples of this change can be seen in Whisper of the Heart (1995), Spirited Away
(2001), and The Wind Rises (2013).

Severe form of culture shock often experienced by Japanese tourists in Paris when expectations are greater than
reality

6
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Whisper of the Heart is a slice-of-life film centered around fourteen-year-old Shizuku, an
aspiring novelist. Unlike many of Miyazaki’s works pre-USSR, this film is set in Tama City,
Tokyo and does not rely on fictitious fantasy environments. Because of this grounding, Miyazaki
showcases the beauty and ma of everyday life. With this film, he established that not all movies
need to be “out of this world” alongside the idea that each of us is the protagonist in our own
story. Though these locations have continued developing in the past twenty-seven years, they
remain popular tourist locations for fans (Justa-fangirl).

Figure 5. Stair scene from Whisper of the Heart and their inspiration from Tama, Tokyo

Figure 6. Shrine scene from Whisper of the Heart and Konpiragū Shrine in Tama, Tokyo

Figure 7. Screenshot from Whisper of the Heart and development after twenty-seven years
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Internationally known and critically acclaimed, Spirited Away has remained an iconic
film since its initial release. Voted the “fourth-best film” in 2016 by the BBC and included in the
international magazine Time Out’s “100 Best Movies of All Time” list in 2022, the story of
Chihiro has helped define the last two decades of anime globalization (Semlyen and Rothkopf
2022). Chihiro, a ten-year-old girl based on the daughter of Miyazaki’s friend, is thrown into a
heroic parent-saving journey (The Kingdom of Dreams and Madness). Spirited Away and Howl’s
Moving Castle are arguably the best soft-built worlds from Studio Ghibli by capitalizing on ever
evolving rules. Miyazaki expands on this by saying, “Easy-to-understand movies are boring.
Logical storylines sacrifice creativity. I’m all about breaking conventions. Kids get it. They don’t
operate on logic” (The Kingdom of Dreams and Madness).
After stumbling upon an abandoned theme park while exploring the area, Chihiro’s
parents greedily eat food at a vendor’s stall. While saying “they will pay” when someone returns,
she feels uncomfortable with the situation and ventures
off on her own. With a setting sun and a warning to
leave from a stranger named Haku, Chihiro returns to
find her parents turned to swine. Refusing to leave them
behind, Chihiro becomes trapped in the spirit realm
(The Kingdom of Dreams and Madness). With no other
choice, she sacrifices her name to Yubāba, the witch
that manages a bathhouse for spirits. Chihiro, now
known as Sen, is trapped working in the bathhouse. The
loss of her name is what gives Yubāba power to control
Figure 8. Bathhouse concept art

her and prevents her from leaving.
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In Miyazaki’s words, “inspiration is everything” (The Kingdom of Dreams and Madness).
This bathhouse, believed to be inspired by the Dōgo Onsen (entrance), Shima Onsen (red
bridge), and Ginzan Onsen (exterior), serves as the focal point of the town and the primary
location in the film (Rakuten Travel Experiences). The notable influences from the PseudoWestern style bathhouses in the Ginzan Onsen, from the Showa Era (1926 – 1989), were
nationally famous overnight, and the houses from the Edo-Tokyo Open Air Architectural
Museum are ones Miyazaki would often visit for inspiration (Kiki). These locational influences
are easily seen in the town around the bathhouse and the repetition of its signboard architecture.

Figure 9. Dōgo Onsen (entrance), Shima Onsen (red bridge), and Ginzan Onsen (extruded exterior)

Figure 10. Signboard architecture from Spirited Away and Edo-Tokyo Open Air Architectural Museum

The Secret World of Arrietty, released in 2010, follows a family of borrowers who live
under a house and addresses perceptions of scale. The daughter, Arrietty, leaves on her first
mission with her father to bring back a single sugar cube, a resource that would sustain the
family for a month, but is interrupted when she is seen by a sick boy visiting his aunt. Because of
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this spotting, the family is forced to pack their belongings and move for fear of being captured,
since it is imperative their existence remains unknown. The change of scale, a common design
concept in architecture, is used similarly by world-famous American architect Frank Gehry, in
his Binoculars Building in Venice, California to challenge preconceived notions (Architectboy).
In the film, Miyazaki highlights this change in scale when Arrietty scales curtains using earrings.

Figure 11. Screenshot from Arrietty and Binoculars Building by Frank Gehry

Besides scale, Arrietty focuses heavily on the family’s kitchen through this movie. While
Miyazaki’s use of food for ma in films (Princess Mononoke, Ponyo, Spirited Away) is common,
the uniquely western architecture of the fireplace is strikingly similar to the one shown in Howl’s
Moving Castle.

Figure 12. Fireplace comparison between The Secret World of Arrietty and Howl’s Moving Castle
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Nominated for an Academy Award for Best Animation and based off the book by Diana
Jones with the same name, Howl’s Moving Castle is set in an early-20th century kingdom that
relies on both magic and industrialization. Inspired by the towns Colmar and Riquewihr in
Alsace, France, Howl’s relies heavily on
European architecture throughout its many
kingdoms, sometimes reproducing it
identically. After falling victim to an aging
spell, the main character, Sophie, sets out on a
journey to find the witch who cursed her: The
Figure 13. Inspiration compared to movie scene

Witch of the Waste. On this journey to find

deeper meaning in life, she encounters Howl’s Castle, the home of a playboy wizard rumored to
curse beautiful women throughout the kingdom. As Miyazaki’s favorite film, he “wanted to
convey the message that life is worth living, and I don’t think that’s changed” (Chavallaro). This
focus on life in the film, however, is not restricted to traditional characters. In the film, Miyazaki
merges his interests of architecture and industry to create a ‘living’ building with Howl’s castle.
By leaning into pareidolia, “the tendency to perceive a specific, often meaningful image in a
random or ambiguous visual pattern,” he creates a living character out of inanimate materials
(Merriam-Webster). The castle has its own distinct personality and acts as an independent
character throughout the film.
One of the most interesting connections between architecture and anime, specifically in
Howl’s Moving Castle and The Secret World of Arrietty, is the importance placed on a central
chimney. Both chimneys, in accompaniment to their kitchens, are strikingly similar to a
precedent set by Frank Lloyd Wright in the early 20th century. Wright, a Japanese art dealer and
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arguably the most influential American architect in history, said “the hearth is the psychological
center of the home”, or more aptly described, the hearth is the heart of the home (Archdaily).
These hearths serve as a datums 7 within the films and are accompanied by scenes of ma
centralized around food. In Howl’s, the concept of a fireplace being the heart of a home is a
double entendre. Calcifer, the powerful fire demon who powers and moves the castle, is this
heart, or, more specifically, is Howl’s heart.

Figure 14. Screenshot from Howl’s Moving Castle

After catching a falling star (Calcifer) and swallowing it in his youth, Howl gives up his
heart. This exchange grants Calcifer a prolonged life while providing Howl with considerable
powers. Bound to the hearth in the castle, the building becomes alive through magic. Wright
believes, “architecture is life, or at least it is life itself taking form and therefore it is the truest
record of life as it was lived in the world yesterday, as it is lived today or ever will be lived”
(Mymove). In Howl’s Moving Castle, architecture has truly come alive. Further emphasizing this
7

Architectural term meaning a point, line, plane, or volume used as a reference
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point, Miyazaki had his painting of the castle scanned and animated using Adobe Photoshop. The
care and attention put into the castle bridges the gap between architecture and dramatis
personae 8.
Motif Two – Inspiration
Inspiration to animators, directors, artists, and architects can come from anywhere. For
Miyazaki, and Studio Ghibli, aviation, history, and the duality of nature and industry are three of
the most consistent themes. Evermore, the connection between these is often found in tandem,
rather than isolated. Because of how intertwined these connections are, and the relevance of
them, this section will not be a linear discussion, but rather an organic dialogue exploring
relevant tangents and their cross-pollination.
Though fascinated by industrial vehicles at large, Miyazaki pays special attention to
airplanes and aeronautical engineering since they were pillars in his childhood and early adult
life. In The Wind Rises, “scenes are given a spark of stylized fantasy” making engineering
magical, as Jirō, an aspiring aeronautical engineer, struggles with the internal battle of designing
war planes while possessing an anti-war philosophy (BBC). In both life and anime, fantastical or
not, flight with machine is a romanticized yet cursed dream. In a discord with an interviewer for
The Kingdom of Dreams and Madness, Miyazaki said:
You know, people who design airplanes and machines no matter how much they
believe that what they do is good, the winds of time eventually turn them into
tools of industrial civilization. It’s never unscathed. They’re cursed dreams.
Animation too

8

The characters of a play, novel, or narrative
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Interviewer: Cursed dreams?
Today, all of humanity’s dreams are cursed somehow. Beautiful yet cursed
dreams…What I mean is, how do we know movies are even worthwhile? If you
really think about it, is this not just some grand hobby? Maybe there was a time
you could make films that mattered, but now? Most our world is rubbish. It’s
difficult (The Kingdom of Dreams and Madness).
This bittersweet lust for progress yet moral consequence is shared by Le Corbusier in
Towards a New Architecture. As Corbusier describes it in his chapter on Airplanes, “The War is
an insatiable ‘client,” never satisfied, always demanding better.” Both Miyazaki and Corbusier
acknowledge this hypocritical dream, but Corbusier expands saying, “The man who is
intelligent, cold and calm has grown wings to himself (Corbusier 109). In this sense, Miyazaki
has closed himself off from the present, being described as an “old man disillusioned with the
modern world but still capable of childlike wonder, a “positive pessimist” (Bolton 235).
Miyazaki’s semi-autobiographical film, The Wind Rises, was to serve as his final work
with Studio Ghibli and answer the contradiction he faces by, “being drawn to war planes, yet…
anti-war” (The Kingdom of Dreams and Madness). With this film, he attempted to close his
career at Studio Ghibli the same way it started, with Caproni. Gianni Caproni (1886 – 1957), the
real-life Italian aeronautical engineer Jiro dreams of and aspires to follow after, was the creator
of the Caproni Ca.309, a small World War II aircraft nicknamed ‘Ghibli’ (Bolton 235). Like
many of Miyazaki’s films, everything began with a sketch; there was no complete storyboard.
During the film’s production, the Tōhoku earthquake shook Japan. Miyazaki was able to capture
the experience this disaster by including a scene of the Great Kantō Earthquake from 1923 (The
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Kingdom of Dreams and Madness). This inclusion of recent events strengthened the audience’s
connection and solidified Miyazaki’s personal connection to each adventure (and environment).
Mitsunari Oizumi, a Japanese author that centers around Neon Genesis Evangelion interviews,
explains, “what Miyazaki cannot do, he entrusts in his characters” in an effort to inspire the next
generation to be better (Any-Mation).
This regret and commitment to developing strong yet independent characters, usually
women, can be understood from a story he told in The Kingdom of Dreams and Madness when
his family fled their home during bombing raids. He said, “…and my father, brother and I sat in
the back of a truck. A mother with a little girl asked to join us, and the fact that we left them
behind has haunted me for many years… My mother has also said something similar. Just a
thorn in my heart” (Kingdom of Dreams and Madness). This regret for his inability to act when
necessary continues to haunt him to this day. By using his films as a therapeutic device, he
attempts to repent. His ability to look at history for precedent is not limited to the present, or
more specifically his own experiences, but history in general.
Princess Mononoke, a fantasy-epic during the Muromachi period (1338 – 1573), is a
great example of Miyazaki being inspired by Japanese history in his films. The main character,
an Emishi 9 prince named Ashitaka, becomes infected by a demon while protecting his village.
Knowing the disease will spread, he departs the village to discover what caused the boar god’s
transformation into a demon. His journey leads him into Iron Town, an industrial (town using
large forges and guns) haven for lepers and former prostitutes run by Lady Eboshi. The prince
discovers the iron found within the former god, the cause of his transformation, was a product of

9

Ancient native ethnic group in Japan who worshipped the forest and spirits
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this town, and a result of the human deforestation. The struggle of moral ambiguity between
nature and industry, humans and spirits, and progress and preservation remain clouded in the
denouement of the film.
Motif Three - Sustainability
Princess Mononoke was not the first or last time Miyazaki would meddle in moral
dichotomies. Looking back to Nausicaa of the Valley of the Wind, he showcases the delicate
balance of humans and nature and warns of danger by saying, “Everyone depicts nature as being
charming. But it is something more fearsome. That is why I think there is something missing in
our current view of nature” (Carlyon). Human development, more aptly described as greed and a
continuing thirst for war, disrupts the natural balance, leading into a post-apocalyptic landscape.
From one perspective, Nausicaa of the Valley of the Wind could be seen as foreshadowing to the
newly industrializing world of Princess Mononoke. If industry were to temporarily win the
eternal stalemate of progress vs. preservation, Miyazaki believes nature would eventually
triumph.
Though it seems Miyazaki’s hesitation towards nature would lead to fear, he instead
represents a symbiotic relationship. In Nausicaa, the power of nature is the force governing life
and death. The people of the valley rely on the natural winds to breathe and harness energy to
provide for the community. This sentiment for sustainability and unintrusive human
developments is shared among architects as well. Miyazaki says, “you have to be determined to
change the world with your film. Even though nothing changes. That’s what it means to be a film
maker”, and in the same way, that is what it means to be an architect (NHK World-Japan). Frank
Lloyd Wright said, “The mission of an architect is to help people understand how to make life
more beautiful, the world a better one for living in, and to give reason, rhyme, and meaning to
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life” and Miyazaki resonates this mentality of duty (Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation). One
intervention is not going to make a change, but the culmination of many can change the world.
This directed effort can be seen in the recent trends of promoting adaptive reuse and the creation
of sustainable building certifications like Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design.
Through the eyes of both Miyazaki and architects, promoting a symbiotic relationship with
nature is a must for the future.
Another side of Miyazaki’s criticism on industrialization is shown from his portrayal of
water pollution. Examples of this can be seen in Nausicaa of the Valley of the Wind in 1984,
Spirited Away in 2001, and Ponyo in 2008.
In the climax of Nausicaa of the Valley of the Wind, to escape from the incoming insect
stampede the people of the valley evacuate to the beach but are unable to enter the water due to
its toxicity. This point is reinforced later when Nausicaa tries to stop the baby ohm, an insect
from the forest, traveling towards the water by yelling, “This water’s bad! It’s filled with acid!”
(Nausicaa of the Valley of the Wind). This poisoned lake warns of the long-term effects human
pollution can cause. Even after a hundred years, this water is still tainted. Miyazaki does not only
show the consequences of pollution after its break point, but the vile spirit that enters the
bathhouse in Spirited Away is later revealed to be a river spirit polluted by human trash.
Previously in the film, Yubāba said it, “smells like human” implying the consistent pollution in
the human realm is something loathed by the spirit realm (Spirited Away). However, these
warnings fall on deaf ears. Shirin Ali, a writer for The Hill, an American independent newspaper
and digital media company, reports that more than “700,00 miles of waterways, about 51 percent
of assessed river and stream miles, remain impaired with pollution. That’s another 55 percent of
lake acres and 26 percent of estuary miles.” In these findings, provided by the Environmental
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Integrity Project (EIP), it is stated that underregulated, “factory-style animal production has
become an industry with a massive waste disposal problem and should be regulated like other
large industries” (Ali). There is a sense of irony in these findings when looking at Spirited Away.
After losing her name to Yubāba, Chihiro’s first reunion with her parents takes place in the
tightly packed pig pens. The industry with significant waste disposal issues is the punishment for
the polluters of the world.
In Ponyo, Ponyo’s father, a sea wizard, exclaims, “humans are disgusting…all this waste,
filth” while traveling underwater in the town’s bay (Ponyo). His disgusting experience in the
water is quickly replaced with a beautiful shot from land showing the shimmering water. Here,
Miyazaki shows two different perspectives, one of a polluted world and one of a beautiful one
existing simultaneously.

Figure 15. Sequential screenshots from Ponyo of the bay

In the modern age, large megacities have become these toxic forests Miyazaki warned
about. Concrete forests like Beijing, China are now fighting the polluted air that suffocates
citizens. In 2014, five-years before the Coronavirus pandemic, Hannah Beech, a writer for Time
talks about putting masks on her kids to go to school, similar to how Nausicaa must put a mask
on to enter the forest. These cities are not far from scientific comparison to a post-apocalyptic
“nuclear winter” as the ability of light to penetrate smog continually weakens (Beech). Daan
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Roosegaarde, a Dutch artist and architect internationally known for his sustainable interventions,
has crowd funded a solution to the increasingly toxic air and dubbed it the Smog Free Tower.
These towers are the “world’s first smog vacuum cleaner which creates clean air parks”
providing a safe outdoor space for residents (Roosegaarde). Resonating with Miyazaki
sentiments on this duty to change the world through his films even if nothing happens, he said:
Architecture used to make wild statements about the future of the city. Now
architects seem completely disconnected from how cities are created…Everyone
knows the answers already: electric cars, clean energy, local printing to reduce
transportation. But the real problem is how we get there (Walker).
Conclusion
The meticulous workaholic, Hayao Miyazaki, has unapologetically incorporated his
interests and life into his meticulously crafted films. With Japanese and Italian history in The
Wind Rises, industrialization in Castle in the Sky and Howl’s Moving Castle, and moral
ambiguity in Princess Mononoke, Miyazaki’s inspiration for creating award-winning films
knows no limits. A key difference when comparing a Miyazaki film to other animators, namely
Disney, is the lack of a ‘true villain.’ This moral ambiguity of right vs. wrong, progress vs.
preservation, and good vs. evil is not presented as black and white. The difference between
protagonist and antagonist is often just the perspective shown to the audience; they could easily
be swapped. All characters have their own motivations, desires, and dreams. They are all fighting
for something, and that something remains in a grey area. But is this grey area what make his
films successful?
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When looking at what makes these movies so special, in a way the answer is nothing. It is
the lack of something special in scenes throughout the movie, the ma, that creates these intricate,
fantastical, and rooted worlds. There are no restrictive story boards guiding the project which
allows it to grow organically into an unprecedented work of art. Not only do his employees not
know where the film will go, neither does he. In a way, Miyazaki not only imitates an
architectural process crafting his films, but he is an architect in them.
The similarities to world renowned architects are not limited to design as expected from
initial impressions. Both animator and architect have a professional duty to advocate for change
while tackling the morally ambiguous struggle between industry and nature. Miyazaki stresses
through his movies that industry can work harmoniously with nature, and those with a voice to
advocate for it should.
Finally, Miyazaki mirrors an architect in his workflow. The compulsive perfectionist has
unwavering standards and starts with conceptual hand drawings. Like many architects, Miyazaki
starts with a sketch and builds a story around inspiration besides one big difference: One designs
and builds in the world, the other designs and builds worlds.
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Notes
1.

Anime: The shortened term used for specifically Japanese-produced animation

2.

In-between artist: Process in animation that involves generating intermediate frames, called in-betweens,
between two keyframes in an effort to make motions smooth

3.

Soft worldbuilding: A style of worldbuilding originating in Science Fiction films that does not attempt to
explain everything

4.

Hard worldbuilding: A style of worldbuilding originating in Science Fiction films that attempts to explain
everything

5.

Akogare no paris: Japanese phrase about yearning for beauty; often romanticizing Europe and its “ideal
cities”

6.

Paris Syndrome: Severe form of culture shock often experienced by Japanese tourists in Paris when
expectations are greater than reality

7.

Datum: Architectural term meaning a point, line, plane, or volume used as a reference

8.

Dramatis personae: The characters of a play, novel, or narrative

9.

Emishi: Ancient native ethnic group in Japan who worshipped the forest and spirits
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